UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25, D. C.
1. Pry,, Pk. Refc m
F;k Na

April 6, 1964
IEE HARVEY OSWALD

1. ®IESTION: Was there any FBI interest in Oswld before
the April,,1§6Y-tl interviews of hare . Marguerite Oswld and Robert
Oewald? If so, what was the nature and extent of the interest? What
initiated the April, 1960 questioning of Mrs. Oswald and Robert
Oswld?
Ate: Yes . The FBI's first interest in Ice Harvey
oeveld aroseas a result of a "Washington Capital New Service"
release datelined October 31, 1959, at Mime" which announced that
Oswald, a 20-year-old former United States !brine, advised the United
Preas International during his press conference in his room at the
hdetropole Hotel, Moscow, that he had applied to renounce his American
citizenship and to become a Soviet citizen for "purely political
reasons ." He further announced that he would never return to the
United States .
We checked on " records on October 31, 1959, and determined
that our files contained no information identifiable with O-ld
other than a service fingerprint card showing his enlistment in the
United. States Marine Corp . (USMC) On October 24, 1956, at Dallas,
Texas
On November 2, 1959, w determined through liaison with
the United States Navy Department that the files of the Office of
Newel Intelligence (ONI) contained no record of O.wld . On the creme
date, his record at the Headquarters of the USMC disclosed that Oswld
had been released to inactive duty on September 11, 1959, with
obligated service until December 8, 1962 . No derogatory information
we contained in the USMC files concerning Osweld, and ONI advised
that no action against him was contemplated in this matter . A stop
we placed in the files of the Identification Division of the FBI
on November 10, 1959. so as to alert tee in the event he returned
to the United States under a different identity and his fingerprints
-re received . A file concerning Oswld we prepared and. as
communications were received from other United States Government
agencies, those cometamicstione were placed in his file . Our basic
Interest was to correlate information concerning him and to evaluate
him ae a security risk in the event he returned . in view of the
possibility of his recruitment by the Soviet intelligence services .
The questioning of Mrs . Marguerite C. Oswnld and Robert
Oswald in April. 1960, arose as follows : We determined on
January 25, 1960, that Mrs. Marguerite C. Oewld had transmitted
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the sum of $25 to Ice Harvey O.wald in care of the Hotel Metropole .
Moscow .
That information prompted our interview with Robert Oswld
and Marguerite Oswld on April 27 . 1960 . and April 28, 1960 ; respectively.
2. QUESTION : At page 31 of the FBI Report, on the Investigation of the Assassination of President Kennedy, it to stated that :
"An FBI investigation of Oswld had been instituted
on May 31, 1962, so that the FBI would be notified
of his re-entry by Migration authorities .
The
purpose of this investigation was to determine if
Oswld had been recruited by a Soviet intelligence
service .
What was the nature of the FBI's Investigation prior to
May 31, 1962? Why was the investigation to determine if Oswld had
been recruited by Soviet intelligence not instituted earlier, since
his plans to return to the United States were known much earlier
than May 31 . 1962 . (According to the report of SA Fain of J,ily 3
1961, page 10, the files of the State Department Passport Office
were reviewed on May 9 . 1961, and revealed Oswald's correspondence
with the U. S. Embassy in Moscow regarding his desire to return t.o
the United State ..)
ANSWER : Prior to May 31 . 1962 . our investigation involved
the development of background information concerning Lee Harvey
Oswld and the taking of appropriate steps to insure o,r being
advised of his return to the United States .
Such steps included
the placing of a stop in our Identification Division records o
November 10, 1959, inquiry through liaison channels inOctober`u
1960, at the Albert Schweitzer College in Switzerland, the periodic
inquiry of State Department and relatives concerning the status
of his efforts to return to the United StatesOur inquiries at
State Department included inquiries on May 9, 1961 . August 22 . 1961.
January 29, 1962, February 28, 1962, March 27 . 1962 . and May 5. 1962
On May 17, 1962, the State Department furnished information indicating
that Oewld we returning to the United States and based upon that
was
communication, on May 31, 1962, a cae^unicstion
directed by FBI
headquarters to the Dallas Office instructing that Oswld be
Snterviewd upon his return . Other than these steps, until his
return to the United States, there ws no practical investigation
which could have been initiated to determine if Oswld had been
recruited.
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3. QUESTION : Since the State Department advised the FBI on
June 4, 19aof Oswald's scheduled return, why did the FBI apparently
wait until June 22, nine days after arrival, to check on his arrival?
Why did the FBI not interview Oswald upon his arrival?
ANSWER : We did not wait until June 22, 1962, to check
on Oswald's arrival . A news clipping on June 9, 1962, indicated that
Oswald was on his way back to the United States and on June 12,
1962, our New York Office confirmed with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) that Oswald's name was on the Advanced
Manifest for the SS . "Maasdam." Our New York Office sub.equently
verified with INS the arrival of Oswald, his wife and daughter and
determined that they were destined for 7313 Davenport Street,
Fort Worth, Time . The New York Office also determined that INS
Inspector Frederick J. Wiedersheim interviewed Oswald upon his
arrival in the United States . Oswald told Wiedersheim that he
bad been employed as a mechanic in Russia, had threatened to renounce
his United States citizenship but had never carried out the threat,
bad never voted in Russia and had not held any position in the
Soviet Government .
He was not interviewed by the FBI on his arrival in the
United States, since the FBI preferred to interview him after he had
established residence, and instructions bad been issued to our Dallas
Office on May 31, 1962, to this effect .
4.
_WE9TTON: Did the FBI learn of Oswald's return to
Fort Worth from his sister-in-law, We . Robert Oswald (who advised
on June 26, 1962 that he had arrived in Fort Worth on June 14), or
was this information developed independently, and if so, in what
way? Was Oswald placed under surveillance upon his arrival in
New York, or was the first FBI contact the interview with him on
June 26, 1962?
ANSWER : INS advised our New York Office on June 22,
1962, of Oswald's destination as 7313 Davenport Street, Fort Worth,
Time . On May 18, 1962 . We . Robert Oswald was interviewed and she
promised to advise FBI Agents at Fort Worth immediately upon the
arrival of lee Harvey Oswald in Fort Worth. As We . Robert Oswald
did not notify the Agents, she was reinterviewed on June 26, 1962,
at which time she advised that lee Harvey Oswald, his wife and child
had arrived in Fort Worth on June 14, 1962, and me currently
residing at her address . He was not placed under surveillance upon
his arrival in New York as such action me considered undesirable
and unnecessary . Our first contact with him was on June 26, 1962 .
-3-
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5. QUESTION: What was the FBI evaluation of Oswald as a
result of the June 26, 1962 interview?
ANSWM: The report of SA John W. Pain dated July 10, 1962,
at Dallasreported the results of the intervie0 of Oswald on June 26 .
1962, by SAS Fain and B. Tom Carter . According to that report,
Oswald exhibited an impatient and arrogant attitude and when
questioned m to why he made the trip to Russia, Oswald stated he
did not care to "relive the past ." Oswald did agree to promptly
contact the FBI should be be contacted in the future under suspicious
circumstances by representatives of Soviet intelligence . SA Fain
described Oswald m being generally uncooperative, but said this
interview developed no indications that Oswald represented any
potential for acts of violence .
6. QUESTION : Why was Oswald interviewed so soon thereafter
on August15-1962? What was the FBI evaluation of Oswald m a
result of this interview? Where was this interview held, how long
did it take, and was there anything remarkable about Oswald' .
demeanor during the course of the interview?
ANSWER: The second interview of Oswald was conducted
by SAs Jo&-V.-Fain and Arnold J. Brown on August 16, 1962 . The
results of this interview are contained in the report of SA Pain
dated August 30, 1962, at lapse. This interview was in the nature
of s follow-1p interview to determine Oswald's employment, to again
alert him to our interest should he be recontacted by the Soviets
and to further evaluate whether or not he represented a security
risk to the internal security of the United State .. No information
was developed during that interview to indicate he constituted a
potential threat to the personal safety of the President or to anyone
else .
This interview was conducted in secure surrounding. in an
FBI automobile in the vicinity of Oswald' . residence (at that time
2703 Mercedes, Fort Worth, Tlms). This interview lasted from
approximately 4:45 p.m. to 6 p.m . and Fain and Brown have advised
that they noted nothing unusual about Oswald's demeanor during
that interview. Brown's recollection of the interview is that
Oswald seemed a little evasive but was not belligerent or an
tagonistic and he gave no indication of being dangerous . Fein
"called that Oswald, during the interview, continued to play down
the possibility that the Soviets were interested in contacting him
but agreed to contact the FBI should the Soviets initiate contact
with him in the future .
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7.
The Retail Merchants' Credit Association of
Fort Wor
has stated that the FBI inquired about Oswald on
February 27, 1961, and again on February 7, 1963 . If these inquiries
took place, wily are they not mentioned in the FBI reports for the
period involved?
ANSWER : Inquiries were made at the Retail Merchants'
Credit Association of Fort Worth on February 21, 1961 (not
February 27, 1961) and again on February 7, 1963 . The purpose of
these contacts was to obtain background data for leads concerning
Oswald . Since both inquiries determined there was no record, these
contact. were not considered pertinent for inclusion in an investigative report .
8. QUESTION : The report of SA Booty of September 10,
contains thefollowing item :

1963,

"On April 21, 1963 Dallas confidential informant
T-2 advised that LEE H . OSWALD of Dallas, Tams, was
in contact with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in
New York City at which time he advised that he passed
out pamphlets far the Fair Play for Cuba Committee .
According to T_2 . OSWALD had a plackard around his
neck reading, 'Bands Off Cuba Viva Fidel' ."

Is this information correct ae of the date indicated,
and does it describe activities which occurred before Oswald's
move to New Orleans?
ANSWER : Information from our informant, furnished to
us on April21, 1963, was based upon Oswald's own statement
contained in an undated letter to the Fair Play for Cuba Committee
(FPCC) headquarters in New York City. A copy of this letter is
included as exhibit 61 in our Supplemental Report dated January 13,
1964 . entitled "Investigation of Assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, November 22, 1963 ."
Our informant did not know Oswald personally and could
furnish no further information . Our investigation bad not disclosed
such activity on Oswald's part prior to this type of activity in
New Orleans .

9.

move to New

:

How and when did the FBI learn of Oswald's

ems?
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ANSWER : A confidential source advised our flew York
Office onJune 26, 1963, that one Lee H. Oswald, Poet Office
Box 30061, New Orleans, Louisiana, had directed a letter to "The
Worker," New York City . Our New Orleans Office checked this poet
office box and determined it we rented to L. H. Oswald on June 3,
1963, residence 657 French Street, New Orleans . This was an
incorrect address and further inquiries showed Oswald was residing
at 4905 Magazine Street, New Orleans . Oswald'a residence in New
Orleans was verified on August 5, 1963, by We . Jeseie Jesse
Garner, 4909 Magazine Street, New Orleans . On the same date his
employment at the William B. Reily Coffee Company, 640 Magazine
Street, New Orleans, was determined .
10 .
ON : What prompted the New Orleans FBI Office inquiry
were Oswald a activities, which inquiry appears to hove begun at
least as ear~v ea June 26, 1963? (See report of SA raeck, October 31,
1963, page 3~
ANSWER : As indicated above, the information received
at the Nev ark Office on June 26, 1963, that one lee B . Oowald,
Post Office Box 30061, New Orleans, Louisiana, lad corresponded
with "The Worker" was furnished to the New Orleans Office, and
this caused that office to make inquiries concerning Oswald .
11 . qBSTI : Wily are items about Oswald's residence and
w Orleans set forth in almost identical form in
employment in
the report of SA Booty of the Dallas FBI Office (September 10, 1963)
and the report of SA Knock of the New Orleans FBI Office (October 31,
1963)? Why is there no other mention in the Booty report of
information set forth in the Seack report under dates earlier than
the date of the Hosty report, and in several instances under dates
earlier than the items about residence and employment that appeared
in both reports?
ANSWER :
oevald'a residence and employment in Rev Orleans,
Louisiana were verified by the New Orleans Office of the FBI on
August 5, 1963, and this information was furnished to the Dallas
Office by letter dated August 13, 1963. This data was included in
the report of SA James P. Hasty, Jr ., dated September 10, 1963,
to record that Oswald bad left the Dallas Office territory and had
moved to New Orleans . Since this information vas originally
Milton R. Psack
submitted is report dated October 31,19633,
, at New Orleans , he
included that information concerning Osvald'e employment and
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residence .
The additional information reported in SA Kaack's
report, developed both prior to and subsequent to SA Hosty's report .
was not sent to Dallas inasmuch as the New Orleans Office planned to
and did include that information in its report .
12 . QUESTION : Did SA Quigley, who interviewed Oswald at the
New Orleans ,Jail, or SA Kaack, who prepared a report on Osvald .
eview earlier FBI reports on Oswald? Were they aware that .
contrary to his statement, Oswald had not lived with his mother
following discharge from the Marine Corps, but rather had gone to
Russia? Were they aware that, contrary to his statement, his wife's
maiden name was not "Prossa", and that they had not married in
Fort Worth but in Russia?
ANSWER :
SA John L . Quigley's interview with Oswald at
the Rev Orleans Police Department jail on August 10, 1963, was
based on a telephone call from the police to the effect that Oswald
had been arrested for disturbing the peace on August 9, 1963 . in
distributing FPCC leaflets and that Oswald had requested to see a
FBI Agent.
SA Quigley listened to what Oswald had to say and made
Quigley had not had an opportunity to
it a matter of record .
review prior interviews and investigation of Oswald . SA Milton R .
Knack, who prepared a report con erning Oswalddated October 31 .
1963, did review the results of prior FBI investigation concerning
Oswald and he, of course, was aware of the various contradictions
In the information furnished by Oswald . In the event the investigation of Oswald warranted a further interview, these discrepancies
would have been discussed with him.
13 . QUESTION:
The information about Oswald's residence and
employment
flcevOrleans is also substantially duplicated in the
report of SA Die Brueys of October 25, 1963 on the Fair Play for
Mrs
Cuba Committee -- New Orleans Division. Why, however . is
. Oswald
described only as "his wife" in the Hosty and Knack report entries
concerning residence information given by Mrs. Jessie Garner . while
the De Bruey's report identifies her more specifically as "his
wife, Marina Nikolaevna Oswald" in the same reference to
Mrs. Garrcr's statement? Was either SA Quigley or SA Knack aware
of this indication that Mrs. Oswald' . maiden name was not "Prose."?

-n
i

ANSWER : The reports of SA James P . Hosty dated
September
10, 1963, SA Milton R. Kmack, dated October 31, 1963
at New Orleans, both captioned "Lee Harvey Oswald" and the report
of SA Warren C. De Brueys, dated October 25, 1963, at New Orleans

-Z-
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captioned "Fair Play for Cuba Committee - New Orleans Division"
.cc
urstely set forth the basic information Sn this instance and
in substance all three reports contain the same information with
respect to Oswald's employment and residence. At the time
SA John L. Quigley interviewed Lee Harvey Oswald on August 10 .
1963, and prepared the results of that interview, he set forth
the maiden name of Osvald's wife as it was furnished to him by
Oswald . SA Kaack's report dated October 31, 1963, at New Orleans,
pages 6 through 10, incorporated the results of SA Quigley's
interview of Oswald . Inasmuch as Oswald had furnished Marina's
maiden name to SA Quigley a "Pros-" it wa
orded fn
came of Oswald's
s
SA Kaack's report .
SA Or Brusys set forth thefull
was necessary to do
wife and the other two Agents did not feel it
so in the context of their reports .
14. QUESTION: What was the FBI reaction to
obtained
August 30, 1963 from Mr Bill Stuckey
told him he had worked and been married in Russia
with his inconsistent statements to SA Quigley on

on

the advice
that Oswald had
as contrasted
August 10?

ANSWER : That Oswald's statements to Mr . Stuckey were
inconsistent with Oswald's statements to SA John L. Quigley on
August 10, 1963, was recognized . These inconsistencies were c sidered in subsequent investigation . In the event the investigation
of Oswald warranted a further interview, these discrepancies would
have been discussed with him.
15 . QUESTION : The report of SA Quigley of October 31, 1963
states tbatoni August 22, 1963 Radio Station WDSU made available a
transcript of the radio broadcast in which Oswald participated on
August 21, 1963 Why does the report of SA De Brusys of October 25 .
1963 not include this item, but state instead that on September 12 .
1963 a confidential informant made available a transcript of the
same radio broadcast?
ANSWER : Concerning your reference to the report of
SA Quigley
of
October 31, 1963, it is assumed you have reference
to the report of SA Milton R. Kaack dated October 31, 1963 . at
*w Orleans concerning Lee Harvey Oswald . Page 11 of that report
stated that on August 22, 1963, Mrs. Jeanne Rodgers, Secretary to
the Manager, Radio Station WDSU, New Orleans, Louisiana, had made
available a transcript of a radio broadcast. Page 12 of the report
of SA Warren C. De Brusys dated October 25, 1963 . at New Orleans
captioned "Fair Play for Cuba Committee -- New Orleans Division"
reported that on September 12, 1963, confidential informant NO T-3
made available a transcript of the same radio broadcast . That
source is Mrs. Jeanne Rodgers .
The date this transcript was
obtained from her should have been reported in SA De Brueys' report
ss August 22, 1963.
- .-
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16 . QUESTION :
The report of SA Kaack of October 31, 1963
states that on October 1, 1963 a confidential informant who was
acquainted with some phases of Communist Party activities in
New Orleans, advised that Oswald was unknown to him. Why does
this item not appear in the report of SA De Brueys, which instead
includes a similar reference to a statement by a confidential
informant made on October 15, 1963, that the informant did not
know of Oswald or his wife? Why does this item not appear in the
Kaack report?
ANSWER :
The informant listed as confidential informant
110 T-8 in the report of SA Milton R. Kaack dated October 31,
1943, at New Orleans entitled "Lee Harvey Oswald ; IS - R - Cuba"
is the same individual identified as NO T-2 in the report of
SA Warren C. De Brueys dated October 25, 1963, at New Orleans
entitled "Fair Play for Cuba Committee -- New Orleans Division ;
NA - Cuba ; IS - Cuba ." Therefore, both of these reports set forth
the ease information as to Lee Harvey Oswald . SA Kaack's report
shows this informant was contacted on October 1, 1963, and had no
information concerning lee Harvey Oswald . SA De Brueys' report
shows this same informant was contacted on October 15, 1963, and
was questioned concerning the FPCC activities in New Orleans end
Omma]d and his wife . This is in accordance with our custom to
check with confidential informants having knowledge of communist
and subversive activities to determine if they know of the subject
under investigation. There is no inconsistency in the reporting
in these two reports .
17 . QUESTION :
The De Brueys report of October 25, 1963
states that on October 7, 1963 a confidential informant advised
that P. 0. Box 30016 did act exist in the New Orleans area, and on
the same date inquiry at the New Orleans Retailers' Credit Bureau
failed to turn up any record of an A. J. Hidell . Why do these
items not appear in the report of SA Kaack of October 31, 1963?
ANSWER :
SA Milton R. Kaack did not repeat in his
report of October 31, 1963, the negative record checks with the
New Orleans Retailers' Credit Bureau or a check of the city
directory in New Orleans regarding A. J. Hidell nor did he report
the negative check to determine the subscriber to P. O. Box 30016,
inasmuch as he had already determined the correct P . 0. Box, 30061,
which was rented by Oswald on June 3, 1963 .

18 .
ON :
When did the FBI first obtain from the
New Orleans Department the list of Russian names and
telephone numbers which had been obtained from Oswald's wallet
at the time of his arrest? If this information was retained by the
New Orleans Police Department but not made available until after
the assassination, has the FBI received any explanation for this
delay!
ANSWER :
The FBI first obtained a copy of the list of
Russian names
and telephone numbers on November 29, 1963 . This
list was made available to our New Orleans Office by
Lieutenant Francis L . Martello of the New Orleans Police Department,
who explained that this data had inadvertently been placed with
pamphlets, leaflets and booklets taken from Oswald at the time of
his arrest on August 9, 1963 . Martello said he had not submitted
a report until contacted on November 29, 1963 . Martello's report in
set forth on pages 364-373 of the report of SA Warren C. De Brueys
dated December 2, 1963, at Dallas, captioned "lee Harvey Oswald ."
19 . QUESTION : How did the FBI evaluate Oswald's voluntary
request to be interviewed by the FBI in New Orleans, particularly
in view of the attitude he displayed at earlier interviews?
ANSWER :
As is customary with the FBI, when an
individual
regrests an interview, we accommodate him and make a
record of the interview . This was done in the case of Oswald
when he requested through the New Orleans Police to be interviewed
on August 10, 1963. The results were set forth by SA John L.
Quigley following the interview . It was apparent from the interview
with Oawald on August 10, 1963, that he was making a self-serving
statement in an attempt to explain his activities in connection
with his distributing leaflets for the FPCC .

P

20 .
M ust What was the FBI evaluation of Oswald as a
A
result of tt
st 10, 1963 interview: What was the FBI evaluation
of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee during the summer of 1963, and
of Oswald's work for it?
ANSWER :
During the interview of Lee Harvey Oswald on
August 10,T§6j, he appeared to be responsive in furnishing general
background information concerning himself and some information
concerning the FPCC . However, his attitude changed when he was

- 10 -
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pressed for details regarding meetings and identities of other
FPCC members in New Orleans and he obviously was evasive and
uncooperative as indicated by his statements that although he
knew other FPCC members by their first names, he could not recall
such names and further by his refusal to disclose how he contacted
other alleged FPCC members in New Orleans for purpose of notifying
them of meetings held allegedly at Oswald's residence in New Orleans .

Under FBI procedures, the FBI Identification Division
maintains a separate filing system for handling fingerprint records .
In this particular instance, the FBI identification record of
Oswald is 327 925 D. The investigative reports on the subject are
handled under a different file number . In connection with Oswald,
this Bureau utilized file number 105-82555 to handle the investigative reports of Oswald .

At no time during the August 10, 1963, interview with
Oswald by SA Quigley did Oswald give any indication he v
potentially dangerous or might engage in an act of physical violence .

22 . QUESTION :
The FBI Report on the Investigation of the
Assassination of President Kennedy, page 39, states that in October,
was initiated to uncertain the whereabouts
1963, an investigation
of the Os "ralds,following advice from a rental agent that they had
vacated their apartment and that Mrs. Oswald and their child had
departed in a station wagon with Texas registration . What was the
reason for this investigation to ascertain Oswald's whereabouts?

In regard to the FPCC during the Summer of 1963, you
are advised that our investigation during that period in New Orleans
disclosed no existence of organized FPCC activities in the New Orleans
area . The only activities in behalf of the FPCC appeared to be
those efforts made by Oswald . Inasmuch as there were no FPCC
activities in New Orleans prior to Oswald's activities in behalf of
this organization in New Orleans and since there have been no FPCC
activities in New Orleans subsequent to Oswald's departure from
New Orleans in September, 1963, it appears that the only activities
of such organization in New Orleans were those prompted by Oswald .
In regard to over-all activitiy of the FPCC during the
Summer of 1963 throughout the United States, we have noted that
your letter of March 26, 1964, to this Bureau requested in detail
what we possessed concerning such organization . Therefore, we are
responding to your March 26, 1964, letter by separate communication .
21 . QUESTION :
Why did the FBI Investigation Division
furnish as identification record to the New Orleans FBI Office
consisting of a description of the two occasions on which the FBI
had received Oevald's fingerprints : first, upon his entry into the
Marine Corps; second, upon his arrest In New Orleans? Why was
this information furnished under FBI number 327 925 D, and not
under Oswnld's FBI Bureau File Number which is 105-82555?
ANSWER :
It is the policy of this Bureau when the
investigation of interest to this Bureau is
subject ofsecurity
a
arrested, a complete copy of his identification record as maintained
by the FBI Identification Division is furnished to the office
concerned for its information .

ANSWER : In view of Oswald's background and activities
the FBI had a continuing interest in him. Therefore, when the
rental agent advised on October 1, 1963, that the Oswalds had
moved, investigation was initiated to determine their current
whereabouts .
23 . QUESTION :
What was the FBI reaction to the CIA report
of October 10,regarding Osweld's visit to the Soviet Fmbessy in
Mexico City: Why did the FBI not request additional information
or follow-up information by the CIA? What was the FBI evaluation
of Oswald in view of the CIA report?
ANSWER :
The investigation of Oswald in 1963 prior to
receipt of the Central Intelligence Agency communication dated
October 10, was directed toward the primary objective of ascertaining
the nature of Oswald's sympathies for, and connection with, the
FPCC or other subversive elements . The Central Intelligence Agency
communication which reported that a man, tentatively identified as
Oswald, had inquired at the Soviet Embassy concerning a telegram
which had been sent to Washington did not specify the nature of
the telegram . This contact with the Soviet Embassy interjected
a new aspect into the investigation and raised the obvious questions
of why he was in Mexico and exactly what were his relations with
the Soviets . However, the information available was not such
that any additional conclusions could be drawn as to Oswald's
sympathies, intentions or activities at that time . Thus, one of
the chjectives of the continuing investigation w:,s to ascertain the
nature of his relations with the Soviets considering the possibility
that he could have been recruited by the Soviet Intelligence
Services . The 0entral Intelligence Agency communication dated
October 10, 1963, stated that any further information received
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concerning Oswald would be furnished and that our liaison
representatives in Mexico City were being advised . On October 18,
1963, me of our FBI liaison representatives in Mexico City was
furnished this information by Central Intelligence Agency and he
arranged follow-up with Central Intelligence Agency in Mexico City
for further information end started a check to establish Oswald's
entry into Mexico . Subsequent to the aaaassination, Central
Intelligence Agency also advised us of Oswald's contact with the
Cuban Embassy in Mexico City at the time of his visit them .
24 . QIBsSfION :
Was the FBI swam of Oswald's application on
June 24,
3, for a passport, or the issuance of a passport on
June 25, 1963? Why did the FBI not request that the Passport Office
of the Department of State include Oswald on a list which would
have resulted in advice to the M of any application for a passport?
ANSWER :
The FBI was not aware of Oswald' . application
on June 24, 7963, for a passport or of the issuance of a passport
to O-ald on June 25, 1963 .
We did not request the State Department to include
Oswald on a list which would have resulted in advising us of any
application for a passport inasmuch as the facts relating to Oswald's
activities at that time did not varrant such action . Our investigation of Oswald had disclosed no evidence that Oswald
acting
under the instructions or on behalf of any foreign government or
instrumentality thereof.
What prompted the FBI efforts to locate
25 " ~1'ION :
Oswald on October 18 in Fort Worth, or Robert Oswald on October 19
in Fort Worth (before receiving advice on October 25, 1963, that
Oewald had given the New Orleans Post Office a forwarding address
in Irving, Texas)?
ANSWER :
Information from Mrs. Jessie James Garner,
4909 Magazine Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, on October 1, 1963,
to the effect that Oswald and his wife had vacated their apartment
at 4905 Magazine Street, New Orleans, on September 25, 1963, end
that Mrs . Oevald and child had departed in a station wagon bearing
Texas license plates prompted our efforts to locate Oswald at
Fort Worth, Texas.
26 .
TION :
Why did the FBI make three attempts within
eight days Octo r 29 - November 5, 1963) to locate Oswald? After
being advised of his place of employment by Mrs. Pains, did the
FBI attempt to locate him through that lead? Were any further
efforts made between November 5 and November 22 to locate Oswald,
and if not, why not?
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ANSWER :
Following receipt of information that Oswald
had reportRIT4~been in contact with the Soviet Embassy, Mexico City,
Mexico, investigation was conducted to determine Oswald' . whereabouts
and particularly his employment to ascertain whether he had access
to strategic information . These efforts included a pretext
neighborhood investigation in the vicinity of 2515 West Fifth Street,
Irving, Texas, on October 29, 1963 : personal contact with Mrs. Ruth
Paine, 2515 West Fifth Street, Irving, on November 1, 1963, and
again on November 5, 1963 . These inquiries established that Oswald
was employed at the Texas School Book Depository (TSB)), Dallas,
Texas, in a nonstrategic position where he had no access to classified
data or to information of a national defense nature and that he
was melding at an unknown address in Dallas during weekdays and at
the residence of Mrs . Paine during weekends . After Mrs. Paine
advised on November 1, 1963, of Oswald-s employment at the TSBD, a
pretext telephone call was made to the TSBD to determine Oswald-s
meidence address . Advice was received that Oswald was working at
TSIR1 but his residence was shown on TSBD records as the Paine
maidence in Irving, Texas . No efforts were made between
November 5, 1963, and November 22, 1963, to locate Oswald since
his employment in a nonsensitive capacity had been established and
arrangements had been made with Mrs. Ruth Paine to be advised of
any change in the status of Oswald .

M

29 . TFSTION:
Did SA Rosty interview Marina Oswald and
Mrs. Paine same on November 1, 1963, or was he accompanied by
mother agent or agents? At what time of day did SA Rosty conduct
the interview on November 1, 1963, and did he receive any advice
regarding the time when Oswald was expected to visit Mrs . Paine'a
house that day, or when he might be them on mother day?
ANSWER : SA Rosty was alone when he interviewed
Mrs. Ruth Paine on November 1, 1963 " Marina Oswald entered the
roam during the course of the interview but vas not formally
interviewed by SA Rosty at that time or any other time prior
to the assassination .
The interview was conducted approximately 2:30 p.m .
SA Rosty did not receive or specifically ask for information as
to when Owald was expected to visit Mrs. Paina's house on that
day or a later day. The information in which we were primarily
interested had been established- Oswald was in Dallas and was
employed in nonstrategic work .
28 . QUESTION :
What was the FBI evaluation of confidential
information
removed on November 18, 1963 regarding Oswald's letter
to the Soviet Embassy in Washingle n?
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ANSWER : The information received on November 18, 1963,
concerning Oswald's contact with the Soviet flabassy tended to confirm
his contact with the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City as reported by
the Central Intelligence Agency and to indicate the reason for such
contact, namely to secure visas to the Soviet Union .
29 . QUESTION_: Did SA Rosty state to anyone on November 22,
1963, thatOsvald had contacted two known subversive agents about
15 days before the assassination, but that the entire information
was Top Secret? If so, to what did SA Hosty refer?
ANSWER : SA Hosty does not recall making such a statement
on November
22, 1963, or at any other time, imemuch as he me not
in possession of any information to the effect that Oswald had been
in touch with two subversives within 15 days prior to the President's
assassination .
SA Hosty does recall that he advised Mr . Sorrels of
Secret Service on November 22, 1963, that the FBI had information
on Oswald which he me not free to furnish Sorrels, as it me Top
Secret but Secret Service Headquarters could obtain the information
from FBI Headquarters in Washington . In this connection, Hosty had
in mind the Snfonmtion that Oswald had been in touch with the
Soviet Embassies in Washington and Mexico City .
30 . QUESTION : When and for what reason were pages 279
through 283 of the report of SA Gemberlirlg of February 11, 1964
prepared (setting forth the entries in Oswald's address book
which had not been included in the report of SA Gemberling of
December 23, 1963)?
ANSWER : Pages 279 through 283 of the report of
sA Gemberliidated February 11, 1964, were prepared at the ties
such report was being typed by the Dallas Office during the
few-day period immediately preceding submission of such report
to FBI Headquarters by the Dallas Office . In this connection,
your attention is also directed to this Bureau's letter to the
Canatlssion dated February 27, 1964, enclosing an affidavit
executed by SA Robert P . Gemberling explaining in detail his
handling and reporting of data in Lee Harvey Oswald's address
book . You will note that in his affidavit, SA Cemberling explains
why certain data in Oswald's address book me reported in his
December 23, 1963, report, where" the remaining data in Oswald's
address book me reported in SA Gemberling's February 11, 1964,
report .
-15-
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C_iasion Exhibit 2719
Lee Harvey Oswald
On July 31 1964, A .I . Goldberg, correspondent,
ssociated Press (API, 50 Rockefeller Center, Now York,.
;aw yor:c, was contacted by Special Agents of the Federal
eau o£ Investigation in an effort to determine =f he in
Jdentical with a Mr . Goldberg referred to in Oswald's address
book .
Mr . Goldberg stated that his full name is . Abraham
Isaac Goldberg and that he was fo .;uerly assigned to the AP_offioo
In ;Moscow, Russia . He advised that he is presently assigned to
the A? office at the United Nations, Nee' York City .
Goldberg advised that sometime around the latter part
of October 1959, while assigned to the f.r office in Moscow, h=
z notified by the New York Ar office that according to a Texas
nenspapcr article, a United States citizen and former Marine
;._s reportedly in Moscow and applying for Soviet citizenship .
:: an effort to verify this story, Goldberg contacted the
Terican Embassy at Moscow and determined that Oswald was
t ::mnorarily residing at the Metropole Hotel .
He stated that he proceeded to the,l4etropole and to
0z'. ::-16 's room, which he believes may have been room 216, in an
to interview Oswald concerning his reported desire to
relinquish his United States citizenship and remain in Russia .
remanded that he knocked on the door of the room and a
'ourg :. .an, wearing a white shirt and black slacks, opened the
door sii6:Itly and in response to Goldberg's Inquini, stated
- at he was Lee Harvey Oswald,
Goldberg then stated to Oswald
at he would like to interview him but Oswald replied that he
d.,d not want to furnish any statemoat .
Goldberg advised that although Oswald did not 1'rish to
^-.rnishtime
say statement, he engaged hire in conversation for a
_
during which period Goldberg asked Oswald why he was
to remain in Russia . According to Goldberg, Oswald replied
- voGot
u
my reasons" but did not elucidate . Goldberg stated that
c attempted to discourage Oswald from remaining in Russia and
as :ced Oswald if he knew the Russian language and if he had any
particular ability which he thought he could utilize in Russia .
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